
How to become a successful
Personal Trainer
Building a Long and Successful Career



Introduction

Welcome to a guide to show you how to build a long and
successful career in the Fitness Industry.  In the guide, we
show you how to get through the tough months when you
start your career and then continue to grow and challenge to
be the best in the industry.

As you go through this ebook, you will see examples of
exercises, training, assessments and more, so you get a feel of
the content required to conquer each level of learning.  Also,
this guide should give you an idea of how deep into the content
you want to go, with a focus on getting to the right level of
learning for you and your desired career.

As with everything Faster, you are not about to read a usual
book.  Instead, it links to our educational videos that you can
watch and learn from, so you can get a better look at all of our
content.

Please enjoy the book.  The last page has a little gift from
FASTER to you too.
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The Basic Qualifications

When starting a career in the fitness industries, most countries
now require a specific Personal Training Qualification.
 Regardless of whether or not you possess a degree in a
relevant field, an initial qualification is required.  

Unlike in the Physiotherapy, Physical Therapy and other
medical practices, the term Personal Trainer is not protected
legally.  In the US, bigger nationally recognised qualifications
are unofficially used as a benchmark for the term Personal
Trainer.  However there are many ways you can get a
certificate, and the content of the courses vary massively.

In the UK, an organisation called REP’s (the Register of Exercise
Professionals) is in place to ensure a basic minimum standard
of qualification.  Qualifications in Personal Training match
regulated by Skills Active, who also ensure standards through
awarding bodies that certify courses.



The Basic Qualifications

FASTER in the UK use the awarding body AIQ to certificate its
students; these are the same awarding body that certify
companies such as Premier Training.  We deliver Level 2 and 3
through AIQ, and this allows you to train people as an official
Personal Trainer.

Level 2 - Gym Instructor Award

This certification allows you to work in the gym as a fitness
instructor or go on to study as a Personal Trainer or other
fitness professional (group exercise, GP referral, etc.).

Level 3 - Certificate in Personal Training

To complete this course, you need to have completed the Level
2 Gym Instructors Award. Once you have completed the
Certificate in Personal Training, then you have been deemed to
be classed a Personal Trainer by REPs, at the minimum
standard.

It is advisable to get a nationally recognised certificate even if
you have previously done a Degree in Sports Science.



Personal Training Success

Level 2 and Level 3 courses, or through one of the many
international courses if you are not UK based, should require a
certain level of knowledge.  Components of knowledge will
include anatomy, physiology, health and safety and program
design.  

The next phase after this is to start to build a business.  It is
here that you will face your first set of challenges.  As many
trainers find out, Personal Training is a tough industry if you
are not prepared.

In our business book, we help you build the activity that will
help you get people in through the door.  People to sell to, train
and produce a result for is the most vital piece to allowing you
to get your job done.  The best technical Personal Trainer has
nothing without clients to train.



Personal Training Success

You need a laser focus on the following skills, whoever you get
your education from. It is vital for technical success at the level
you deserve - * Accurately create exercises with biomechanics
that will achieve your clients goals
* Manage training intensities that will cause the client to
change shape positively towards their goals
* Build interesting and effective programmes
* Your ability to see motion change over short and long spaces
of time
* Design and manage programs to avoid increasing injury
healing time
* Injury protection systems, to allow for a reduced chance of
injuries
* Coaching to get the client to move to their best level
* Long term skill development
* The skill to predict and produce motions when and how you
want, effortlessly
* Fatigue management and its effects training performance
* Pain management and its effects training performance and
physical outcomes



Personal Training Success

FASTER has taken these technical trainer skills and broken
them down into a route of learning.  It is important to know
that you do not need to complete the whole route.  

The route chosen by students with FASTER is defined by the
student, and we do not expect everyone to travel through all
of the levels.  That is the role of other companies.  FASTER
trainers find their level of happiness with education, clients,
income, expenditure and are encouraged to stay there and
enjoy it.



Personal Training Success

The FASTER career route -

Initial Qualification

Level 1 - Functional Circuit Trainer

Rule the Kettlebell- Stop Turn Accelerate - Training In'tension

Level 2 - Functional Training Coach (Assess Coach Train)

AFT - Performance - AFT - Therapy - Performance Lifting

Level 3 - Functional Training Specialist (Performance)

Therapy - Energy Systems - Speed Training

Level 4 FTE- for want to be tutors
Level 5 Course Directors - to write courses
These levels are invite only



Level 2 and 3 - UK

In order to pass Level 2, you need to have done the following -

Completed a set of course work, in a document called the LAP
Complete multiple choice live exams with the course content
Complete a live workout with a client to the required standard

The focus of the course is to introduce you to
* anatomy and physiology
* exercise safety
* programming
* general nutrition
* general lifestyle

We teach this online and live in person using our unique
system.  Faster provides you with the online material, the
assessment material and your live assessments.  These take
place in London, Kent and Doncaster.  However, we can travel
if the facilities are available.

For additional live training, then we link you to a Faster
Training Expert (FTE) who will then be able to coach you
specifically where you struggle, charging you per the hour



Level 2 and 3 - UK

To pass Level 3, you need to have done the following -

Completed a set of course work, in a document called the LAP
Complete multiple choice live exams with the course content
Complete a live workout with a client to the required standard

The focus of the course is to introduce you to  
* advanced anatomy and physiology
* training clients with illness
* lifestyle evaluations
* nutrition evaluations
* long-term programming
* advanced programming

Combined these programmes come together to make you a
Personal Trainer in the UK (pending passing and the award
being issued by Active IQ.



CPT - US

For the NASM (which we only currently run the training for in
Denver), then you only have one stage to work through.  This
can be done purely online or via a pack of learning materials,
directly from the NASM.  We will be offering a spin on the idea
though, with a 2 week program run from Bonza Bodies in the
centre of Denver, where over 2 weeks we will be teaching all
the live support workshops and also giving you experience of
working in a space that offers both Personal Training and
Small Group Exercise.



CPT - US

The NASM course (CPT) consists of the following content -

* Introduction and Resistance Training Concepts I Application
of Resistance Training Methods
* Human Movement Assessments I Fitness Testing and
Evaluation
* Flexibility, Cardiorespiratory and Core Training
* Balance, Reactive and SAO Training    
* Design of Fitness Programs I Program Design    
* Human Movement Science I Exercise Modalities and
Technique    
* Special Populations, Nutrition and Professional Development
* Certification Exam Prep I Case Study Based Program Design

In the live two weeks, we deliver the NASM curriculum and
also the Functional Training Circuit course.

During the two weeks we will give you on the floor experience
at Bonza Bodies, so you can experience a working Personal
Training Studio, that also offers small group training.

The exam is booked live through the NASM and consists of an
exam taken in an official NASM examination room.



Standing Out

Having the technical ability to stand out from the crowd is very
important when it comes to being successful as a Personal
Trainer.

Back in 1997 when I started full time, just putting a Personal
Trainer sign on your back and a poster up in the changing
rooms was enough to get clients.  Taking them around the
machines and doing some traditional exercises would get you
through the sessions.  People would be happy, and that was
easy.

Then by the 2000’s, Personal Trainers started to appear
everywhere.  This is where we had to start to differentiate
from the crowd.  To do this, many trainers took one of the two
routes.  They either became experts with a training tool or they
became experts in rehab and injury prevention/ recovery.  
Recently we have seen a mini explosion in the older school
way of working on body composition, with bodybuilding,
powerlifting and strongman making its way back into the
mainstream of training.



Standing out

For you to stand out, then you need to have a mixture of skills
and experience.   It is my goal personally to get you these skills
and to allow our education to grow with you.  The education
will  either grow in depth or breadth as you gain experience
and start to become the Personal Trainer that you envision
now.

Technically to be a great personal trainer, you must be able to
control two aspects of training -

Client Biomechanics
Clients workloads

Each of these components can be broken down into the
physical, the physiological and the psychological with differing
levels of detail.  

This ebook is about showing you how we do this at FASTER, so
you can see who your new community will be and how they
think, if you choose us or how prepared and well backed your
competitors will be if you don’t!



Staying in the Industry

When you qualify as a Personal Trainer and first enter the
market, then you are under prepared for what is about to
come up.  This is unless you have further backing from a
course that will help you stand out.

Before FASTER started adding in more usable courses in the
UK, then training companies would mainly only qualify you
with Level 2/3 (or CPT in the US).  Then when FASTER
introduced the Zero to Hero course, then things got spicy.  The
UK industry changed because we built our course backwards,
starting with what a trainer needs to be successful and
working back to how we teach that quickly and efficiently.

The factors that we highlighted, that will help you not drop out
of the industry within the first 1, 3 or 12 months are vital for a
new trainer. Each of these months are industry milestones
where nearly all trainers have stopped working at their first
job, by month 12 some are not even in the industry.  At one
point, it was reported that 80% of trainers change job or drop
out by month three!



Staying in the Industry

After spending years in the industry working as a Personal
Trainer and Fitness Manager.  Then going on to work as a
consultant to Health Club chains about keeping Personal
Trainers for longer, I started to get an idea of exactly what
support the industry needed.  Specifically the components
needed to get trainers up and going in this industry.  

The key points are as follows -

* Basic Qualification - For Insurance
* Programmes and Exercises that let them stand out
* A support community of wise old trainers to problem solve
* Career planning from outside of the business they work in
* A defined education route to allow for self-expression in
their work

Each one of these is tough, but we created this system in here.
Level 1 - Functional Training Coach is the first step to this.



Level 1 - Circuit Trainer

Our Functional Circuit Trainer is the entry course to allow you
to get to the width of education before moving up a level to
coach.  It opens the door to courses with Kettlebells, Speed
Conditioning, Bands and Suspension (Training In’tension) and a
load more courses in the future.

Designed to help you build your exercises and workouts.
Initially, it provides you with the framework to create an
exercise that targets a muscle, an energy system and then add
a training tool.  It also gives you a set of program cards that we
completed enough to help you get the workout you need but
also blank enough to allow you to customise the workout to
your client.

Additionally we give a library of exercises on different
equipment; that is growing weekly.  We do this for free and
take requests for exercises on new equipment or to solve
problems you may be having. 



Level 1 - Circuit Trainer

Here is the full course layout -

* Introduction
* Movement and Performance Training
* Activating Muscles
* Energy Systems Training
* SETS – Program Card and System
* TEST – for the certificate in FCT
* Program Library- Straight Sets, Circuits, Pre-exhaust, Post-
exhaust, Metabolic Circuit, Tri-sets, Open/Closed Chain
Supersets and Compound Sets
* Exercise Library- Body Weight, Dumbbells, Suspension,
Barbell, Medicine Ball, Cable, Band Exercises, Kettlebell, ViPR,
Band Exercises, GripR & Sandbell and CMT – Core Momentum
Trainer



Level 1 - Circuit Trainer

However, this book is not about showing off my courses; it is
about showing you some of the components of the course.
Click on any of the following images and you will get to see all
the exercises from the above course!!!

Obviously it is not all about exercises, so you need the
programming and the reasoning to make this work.

Working across this level of training will make you stand out
and might be as far as you need to go with your learning.
 However, it is also possible that that you may want to jump a
level to the coach level.  So go to the next page and learn more
about how this would be a great evolution of training.  It would
also be around the 6-month mark of training that you would
hit that point.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCILVW0hmniLhNq4pciMHHlQ/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUmWusXh7dDc7AzUPPWElfA/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzowsGKOQHYzmq5cxiRvTug/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCaqhCgm5TQQKY2dlVaowzIQ/videos


Level 2 - Faster Coach

The FASTER Coach level is designed to start to add some of the
theory behind the great content and exercises we share at the
Circuit level.  

We delve into biomechanics and psychology at this level to
show how to develop and drive movement that will support
recovery from injuries, to help prevent injuries occurring and to
improve clients performance.  Combined with the knowledge
you will have already gained on energy systems from the Level
1 courses, will allow you to get your clients even better results.

Getting to this new level of trainer is not easy.  It can be done
online with live coaching when required, via our Facebook
group.  However hiring a live coach or coming to some of the
live training days for this level would be an excellent way to
meet more trainers and build a professional network, as well
as improve your training skills with live feedback.  



Level 2 Faster Coach

Below is a great link to a lecture on movement and coaching
for clients.

The reason that you need to know this as a trainer stems from
the rigidity of ‘form’ taught on other courses.  In our courses, it
is not muscle length or strength (not full muscle length or
strength) that is important.  

We show the science behind skill acquisition and performance,
where we look at how movement, muscle strength and length
is a show of skill.

If you know that you are looking at a skill, then things change
quite dramatically. Skill development takes the form of chosen
movements against different environments and challenges.  
Building sessions knowing this can dramatically transform
how much your clients like you, and how quick you can get
your clients to their goals.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=anLCqBYltwU


Level 2 - Faster Coach

At the coach level, you are expected to take people through the
development of FASTER’s five core skills -
The three independent skills
* Vertical Displacement Down (Squat Lunge, etc.)
* Rapid Change in Direction (Turning, Throwing, Kicking,
Jumping, Punching)
* Locomotion (Crawling, Running, Hopping, Jumping)

The two skills usually used in combination with other skills
* Training In’tension - Torso Still (planks, torso in squats, torso
in locomotion)
* Training In’tension - Limb Still (one leg Romanian deadlift,
one leg balance reach, prone hand lunge)

The Assess-Coach-Train course is the base course to allow
you to get to the next set of content, which focus on either
injury, performance or lifting.

* Advanced Functional Trainer – Performance
* Advanced Functional Trainer – Injury Avoidance and
Rehabilitation
* Obsessed about Olympic Lifting



Level 3 - Specialist Level

Reaching the Specialist level, takes our trainers to the top of
the industry.  It is vital to know this is not an easy level and
requires a lot of learning on your part, plus some frustration
and then a big group of peers based all over the world.

Our Specialist courses got built around movement observation
and creation on a bone-by-bone, joint-by-joint, muscle-by-
muscle level of detail.  

Combining the Specialist knowledge with other factors will
make you a better trainer.  Having an understanding of the
adaptations that occur due to different energy systems being
stressed. Knowing how to overcome the natural defence
mechanisms that protect each of these systems from
completely melting down the whole body.   As well as putting
these alongside your programming skills, the exercise and
testing library you have built up to this level will make you
unique.  



Level 3 - Specialist Level

To be a FASTER Specialist you need first and foremost an eye
for movement.  We call this the HMAC eye, and it is the vital
skill that all the industry ‘guru’s’ have naturally.  

Luckily for you, FASTER managed to identify a way of teaching
the skill behind this eye for movement.  

Using the HMAC (Holistic Movement Assessment Chart) to
track motion, we can then help people move better and get
better outcomes from their training.  

Even better though, with the HMAC eye, you will be better able
to track when a client moves from performing well, to
performing with fatigue.  

This is a massively important skill when you are training
someone to get fit, but not injured.



Level 3 - Specialist

Completing the Specialist in Functional Performance will then
open the door to the other Specialist courses,

* Specialist in Functional Therapy
* Specialist in Golf Performance
* Specialist in Football Performance
* Obsessed about Energy Systems
* Obsessed about Speed Training Transfer

Here is a great lecture to show the level of depth of movement
you require and how this relates to training a client.

https://youtu.be/YpU0iuAaWt8


Special Offer

Use this code to get 5% off of your purchase from FASTER on
any of our courses.

 bookoffer1

http://fasterglobal.com/become-a-personal-trainer-product-comparison/
http://fasterglobal.com/functional-training-career-route/

